
Notes of the meeting of the Old Kea Leadership team                  �
held on 3 November 2016 at Old Kea Church and Holywell Lodge

Present: Jan Argall;  Marc Baker; John Draper;  Maureen McNally and Malcolm 
Henderson, Chair.    Apologies received from Jean Moyle and Rebecca Evans (Diocesan 
Stewardship Officer ) for Part 1.

Part 1.
Following agreement from the PCC, the Group  met with Rebecca at Old Kea for initial 
discussions about our proposals for car parking  and easier access for elderly and disabled 
users of the church, and for the provision of a toilet.   Malcolm had prepared outline drawing to 
illustrate the proposals.
Rebecca has considerable experience of similar schemes at other Cornish churches and she 
was able to give us a good deal of helpful information about the next steps and about how we 
might fund raise and access grants.
She advised us to:
a)   Arrange to meet representative of the Diocesan Advisory Committee for preliminary 

discussions and advice about our proposals, including  any necessary Faculties.
b) Begin fundraising as soon as we have firm proposals.
c) Enrol on the next round of “Meet the Funders” starting on 8 March 2017.
d) Prepare a document outlining the need for our project and how it will serve the church and 

benefit the community.
e) Not to start work until we have completed any Grant applications.

Part 2
Matters arising from meeting on 3 October 2016.
a.) The special service for the dedication of the new windows had been a great success and 
Jan and her team were thanked for their hard work.
b.)  Malcolm has carried out an initial survey and prepared two drawings to illustrate how the 
proposed car park might look and these were accepted.    The local farmer had kindly cut 
down the undergrowth to make initial access easier.
c.)   John presented information about various kinds of ramps and access solutions.
c.)  Malcolm presented a paper “Old Kea Church - looking ahead”  which set out some initial 
ideas about how the church might be used as a resource for the whole of Kea church, other 
local churches and the wider community.   The focus would be on developing Old Kea as a 
centre for meditation, prayer and quiet.   This might include making the pews between the 
entrance and the organ moveable on occasions, to enable part of the church to be more 
conducive to group discussion
A copy of the paper is attached to these Notes and further comments and suggestions and 
how to develop these ideas would be very welcome.

Decisions:    The following decisions were agreed:
a.)  Malcolm to contact Diocesan Office to arrange for a meeting with representatives of the 
Diocesan Advisory Committee and circulate any agreed date.
b.)  Jan to pass copies of the outline drawing to the farmer for initial consultations with Lord 
Falmouth.
c.)  Malcolm to outline the progress of the Group to the morning and evening congregations at 
Old Kea at the next services and report to the next PCC meeting.
d.)  Grass cutting:   The group has been asked to decide on the future of the existing 
arrangements.   It was agreed that the present arrangement represented good value for 
money and that following discussion with Mark Hood the contract should be extended with a 
reasonable increase in cost. 



e.)   Maureen reported on the recommendations about the ivy on the tower.   It was agreed to 
await the imminent quinquenial inspection report to see if any action is required.

Next Meeting:  the date of the next meeting wil be agreed following on from the meeting with 
representatives of the D.A.C.

Old Kea Church - looking ahead.  (First draft.)

The Old Kea leadership team having spent time praying and thinking about the future function 
of this church would like to share some ideas with the Old Kea congregation and later with the 
PCC and the whole congregation of Kea churches. 

First, we feel that the present pattern of services should continue as long as there is support for this. 
More folk might feel able to support these services if there was improved access for disabled and 
elderly folk. To this end the team are investigating the provision of a new parking area and access path. 
However, we feel that the church is under used and that it could become a resource for the whole 
church as a focus for prayer, a place of peace and quiet in our busy lives and a place of meditation. 

Christians today lead busy lives and the increasing technological gadgets that are supposed to make 
our lives easier, in reality tend to enslave us. We often become so busy in our daily lives that, perhaps 
sub-consciously, we begin to believe that God is pleased that we manage to fit Him into our busyness. 
Even when we meet to pray we seem to need a full schedule of things to pray about and we seldom 
find time to be quiet and wait for God to speak to us. In fact, most of us seldom try this and if we do we 
are likely to be disappointed because we have no one to guide and encourage us. The idea of Christian 
meditation seems quite foreign to many evangelical believers though the latin roots of the word hold 
the ideas of reflection or contemplation on some Scripture, silence or sitting with God as we focus on 
His presence, and practice - these activities should lead us to a deeper awareness of God’s presence 
with us in daily living. 

One way we might be able to use Old Kea would be to encourage our small groups to use the building 
and the surrounding area for this purpose. For example a Home Group might use Old Kea to deepen 
the personal devotion of its members, or another might use the church to help it find a way through a 
serious issue facing one or more members. such as retirement or relationship breakdown. Again the 
Pastoral Care team might use it to think through issues not normally raised in sermons, for example 
facing terminal illness or dementia. There are many more possible scenarios. 

If Old Kea is to be used in this way there is a need for basic toilet facilities. 
In addition it might be more conducive to group sharing if part of the church - the area between the 
organ and the entrance door - could have the pews removed and moveable seating installed. 

These are just some initial thoughts to stimulate wider thinking of the Leadership Group. 


